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tabase or among several databases. Name form incon-The aim of the article is to emphasize and illustrate the
sistencies as to authors, institutions, and journals, theretrieval dimensions of data collection activity online and
lack or inaccessibility of vital data in the database struc-their influence on the research evaluation outcome. The
tures, etc., also present obstacles. On the other hand,attempt is to reinforce the link between online retrieval
comprehensive online bibliometric analyses are in manyand bibliometrics. Given that various forms of publica-
ways easier, faster, and less expensive to perform locallytion counts and citation analyses provide a valuable and
than those made using the independent CD-ROM ver-revealing quantitative starting point for more qualitative
sions of the relevant databases. In contrast to the onlineindications and assessments of Science and Technology
versions, the CD-ROM systems demonstrate a vital(S&T) performance, it is evident that their reliability and
shortage of robust data processing and manipulationobjectivity must be undisputed as far as possible. The
facilities. The downloading of records from a variety ofarticle discusses the basic problems and limitations in-
CD-ROM files, the cleaning-up process, and the ensuingherent in online bibliometric data collection and analy-
data processing activities become cumbersome and re-ses, and points to possible solutions by means of illustra-
source demanding. Regardless of database versioning,tive case studies and examples. The reason for per-
the degree of awareness of these retrieval and set isola-forming local publication analyses online often arises
tion factors, such as the relevant search commands,because of the increased use of external research as-
syntax, and the analysis assumptions on the part of thesessments made by centralized bodies. For small institu-
analyst, plays an important role for the quality of thetions in small countries, like the North European one,
analysis outcome.such self-analyses may in addition provide valuable and

inexpensive insights into novel S&T niches to explore.
The major concern is the extent to which online biblio-
graphic and domain dependent databases, as a supple- 1. Introduction
ment to the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) cita-
tion files, are suitable for quantitative analysis and map- The domain-related bibliographic databases available
ping of R&D outcome. By merging these two different online and, in particular, the citation databases produced
types of databases into a single cluster, the method of by the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) , provide
duplicate removal becomes crucial. The article intro-

an invaluable resource for a wide range of informetricduces a novel removal procedure by describing and ex-
analyses. The term informetrics designates a recent exten-emplifying the principle of Reversed Duplicate Removal

(RDR). RDR enables the analyst to take control of the sion of the traditional bibliometric analyses also to cover
location of the duplicates and to perform tailored analy- non-scholarly communities in which information is pro-
ses of the overlap of identical documents between files. duced, communicated, and used. Diffusion analyses of,
It is well known that the databases themselves present

for instance, political issues in newspaper full-text data-obstacles directly associated with the process of per-
bases become, hence, an integrated element of informetricforming online retrieval of the information necessary for

further analysis. Problems encountered are, for instance, research. The traditional bibliometric applications include
poor or inconsistent subject indexing within a single da- the study of communication patterns, the identification of

research fronts, historical studies of the development of a
discipline or a domain, and the evaluation of the research
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there is a noticeable lack of quantitative performance indi- science indicators. On the other hand, when such analyses
are endeavored, they ought to be carried out as compre-cators that can be used to aid the assessment of, for exam-

ple, promotion applications or resource allocation. In an hensively as possible. Since specialized research, which
often is carried out in small countries, often get publishedincreasing number of countries, the evaluation of publicly

funded research is performed by an independent and cen- in specialized international journals not accepted by ISI,
we strongly recommend the supplementary use of coretralized body, i.e., a state agency or a selected university

department of science studies. Similarly on their own discipline-oriented databases during data collection. The
main reason is the high probability of such works beingbehalf, the individual research institutions or scholars

wish to monitor their own performance or observe the cited in journals admitted by ISI. Based on these ideas,
Christensen and Ingwersen (1995) report on the resultsinternational competition via comparative studies. In-

creasingly, the reason may be to check the external assess- of an ongoing methodological project concerning online
data set generation. Basically, it covers the initial stagesments made by centralized bodies. For small institutions

in small countries, like the North European ones, such of tuning data sets online as well as methods for duplicate
removal and processing. It attempts to link online retrievalself-analyses may, in addition, provide valuable insights

into novel Science & Technology (S&T) niches to ex- with bibliometrics.
In this article, we enhance the principle of Reversedplore. However, for both the assessors at the centralized

R&D evaluation bodies and the individuals or single insti- Duplicate Removal (RDR). RDR enables the analyst to
take control of the location of the duplicates and to per-tutions, it is vital that the data sets, on which the variety

of analyses are carried out, are valid and unbiased. form tailored analyses of the overlap between files of
identical documents. The discussion of RDR, and the in-Data set production can be done in several ways. It

can range from the purchase of extractions of the ISI files tricate issue of duplicate processing, are illustrated by a
typical case of countries contributing research in a se-dealing with a particular country or institution, to using

the CD-ROM versions of these databases. In our case, lected topic and a Bradford distribution of core journals
for the same topic. Further, the multi-dimensional usabil-the data set isolation and analysis is carried out online.

The online analyses have five advantages: They are 1) ity and processing of the overlap of duplicates is demon-
strated and discussed by samples of online data extrac-fast; 2) inexpensive; and they 3) provide instant results

by means of advanced online processing tools. Perhaps tions related to the detailed topical mapping of a domain.
The article incorporates the most recent developments ofmore important, they allow for 4) the direct combination

of domain-dependent and ISI databases; and 5) they are the host software mandatory for online analysis. At the
same time, we attempt to demonstrate the most importantreproducible.

The disadvantage is that they are less flexible from the limitations as well as the pitfalls and errors associated
with this type of data isolation. By being aware of thepoint of view of the analyst. Dou, Hassanaly, La Tela, &

Quoniam (1990) point to and discuss how commercially problems often hidden from, ignored by, or completely
unknown to analysts inexperienced in online retrieval, itavailable software may provide offline (and automatic)

analyses on downloaded online material. However, the is believed that the basic collection of data may be im-
proved in qualitative terms.cost of and resource allocation for downloading large

quantities of references followed by duplicate removal Fundamentally, these problems are concerned with 1)
the data structures, their contents and form in the variousfrom several different files are heavy compared to the

more direct online method. In between these two solutions databases; and 2) the command language features and
online data processing tools. When making a significantto data set isolation, we find the CD-ROM application.

In this case, commercial software is mandatory for any impact, these two dimensions will be dealt with in relation
to the various types of data set isolation discussed below.distinct bibliometric analysis.

Several studies have pointed to the benefits, as well as In common to the range of bibliometric data set isolations
online is the use of certain search features, e.g., databasethe problems associated with, the application of online

databases and host software for publication and citation clustering and duplicate removal, data processing, e.g.,
frequency analysis, as well as the limitations in the data-analyses. Persson (1986, 1988) has described the retrieval

techniques necessary for performing instant analysis on- base contents, and the name form problems for persons
and institutions.line, as has more recently, for instance, Wissmann

(1993). The more general limitations in relation to the The article is organized in four major sections and
conclusions. The first section discusses and demonstratesspecific use of citation counts in any application, and the

problems which must be taken into account when citation the issues of database selection as well as the clustering
and tuning of the data set. The following section concen-data are to be used as research indicators, are discussed

in Sandison (1989) and Smith (1981). More critical dis- trates on duplicate removal techniques, including RDR,
followed by a discussion and demonstration of the avail-cussions of their validity are provided by Luukkonen

(1989), Moed (1989), Seglen (1989), and Thorne able online data set processing tools. The penultimate
section analyses briefly the common and specific biblio-(1977). Obviously, publication counting, citation analy-

ses, and scientific domain mapping cannot stand alone as graphic database features influencing the process of data
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set generation. The concluding section summarizes the and Zoom facilities at Dialog and ESA/IRS, respectively.
They are, however, functionally different, as discussedparameters available for set isolation, and hence, for pub-

lication counting. It is assumed that the basic Dialog re- below in section 3. A similar frequency tool has been
installed in late 1994 at the STN Online Service undertrieval commands are known to the readers. Thus, exam-

ples and cases are only explained in detail with respect the name SmartSelect (Huber, 1995).
If the starting point is to isolate a country, an institu-to the more advanced search and processing features.

tion, or a particular journal, it presupposes that the data-
base fields, i.e., the corporate source (CSÅ) and journal

2. Common Online Retrieval, Processing,
name (JNÅ) fields, actually exist, contain the names

and Database Issues
searched for, and are searchable. The way of inversion
of the fields in question is crucial, as is the level of nameThe following retrieval features are mandatory if com-

prehensive publication counts and analysis as well as cita- form control. Similar conditions apply to the subsequent
analyses of the isolated set in the form of distributionstion analyses are to be carried out online on several files

simultaneously: Cross-file searching, database clustering, by country, institutions, authors, or journals.
A particular case concerns the isolation of a topic orand duplicate removal.

A cross-file searching facility enables the analyst to a domain as the basic data set parameter. The problem is
the nature of comprehensiveness of the final data set. Ifobserve the number of documents held in different data-

bases associated with a country, an institution, a topic or the interest is to isolate and analyze the total number of
documents which also incorporate the topic as a minordomain, or combinations of these search parameters.

Other, more form-based search parameters may in princi- aspect, the search should include the abstract and full-
text fields. On the other hand, if the concern is publica-ple be included, e.g., particular document types, time peri-

ods, or language. Based on the response from the cross- tions dealing with the topic basically as a major aspect,
the data set isolation might profit from searching the indexfile facility, the analyst may select a cluster of all or of

the dominating files to be fused into one set and further term and title fields only. A help exists if the database(s)
in question contain an exhaustive and searchable subjectanalyzed. This crude set should be tuned, i.e., directly

disturbing items, e.g., editorials, letters to the editor, etc., category field which covers the topic or domain in ques-
tion, as demonstrated by the analyses by Persson (1988).or unwanted document types should be isolated from the

set. This separation depends on the purpose of the analy- These database specific issues are discussed briefly in
section 4 below.sis. If the aim is an analysis of journal articles on a certain

topic, it is evident the tuning method will differ from that
applied to book reviews for the same topic. We call this

2.1. Cross-File Searching, Database Clustering, and
isolation of document type(s) ‘‘tuning,’’ and the process

Data Set Tuning
is carried out by means of the Document Type index
(DTÅ) in the databases. Schubert, Glänzel, & Braun Given a topic (asteroids) and a year span (e.g., 1992–

1994) as an example of the starting parameters for the(1989) discuss a similar tuning process of citable items
when analysing SciSearch. In our case we are in particular isolation of a data set, the purpose might be to analyze

the worldwide breakdown by country, institutions, andinterested in the overlap between several databases, e.g.,
SciSearch and Inspec. Since editorials, notes, conference authors, or to perform citation analyses of the topic.

Initially, the adequate online host is selected, i.e., anpapers, etc. are types only found in one of the files, they
are kept separate from the data set. This ‘‘tuning’’ process online vendor which a) provides the files relevant to the

domain, i.e., astronomy; b) allows for the automatic dis-is demonstrated in Figure 2.
In order to avoid duplicate documents, these should tribution of search results across these files; c) makes

duplicate removal possible; and d) provides access tobe removed from the final data set to be analyzed. This
operation is complicated and is demonstrated in section frequency analysis tools. In this case, these mandatory

conditions are fulfilled at least at Dialog, ESA/IRS, and2.2 below. Duplicate removal in addition implies a further
reduction of the number of databases pertaining to the STN. Although the latter service also provides the citation

files, including SciSearch (SCI), we have selected Dia-subsequent analyses.
When the duplicates have been removed, the final data log, mainly because of its widespread use.

Via the Dialindex facility, which constitutes a databaseset(s) should be analyzed as easily and inexpensively as
possible. What is required is an online frequency analysis of the 400 files provided by Dialog and categorized by

S&T disciplines, the cluster category ‘‘Physics’’ is chosentool which allows the analyst to break down the set into,
for instance, time series of production ratio, national or since it includes the domain ‘‘astronomy.’’ The entry of

the search statement in the form of a string into the choseninstitutional distribution. The goal may also be to produce
Top-20 lists of authors, institutions, countries, or journals cluster (ss asteroids and py Å 1992:1994) results in a

set of 1,772 isolated documents. (Note that these initialin a field, and to observe the citation impact of journals
or individual researchers. Such tools exist in the search commands and online results are not illustrated in the

figures) . The command ‘‘set detail on’’ invokes the distri-software of various online vendors, such as the Rank
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bution among the different files. In this case, one can them? Awareness of this issue, and thus of the so-called
Reversed Duplicate Removal (RDR) technique, is crucialobserve that the documents adhere to six of the files in

the cluster, among which are Inspec, Aerospace, Pascal, for the outcome of the subsequent analyses. A second,
often overlooked fact exists: The set of the duplicatesand SCI. An example of the cluster at a much later stage

is illustrated in Figure 1. The order of the files in the may, in addition, be of interest. This overlap of items
across files may probably indicate that such documentscluster is important and can be altered by the command

‘‘set files,’’ as demonstrated in Figure 3 below. At this or sources are of particular importance (Pao, 1993).
Third, by removing the duplicates it becomes apparentpoint, the set is comprehensive but also very crude. It is

comprehensive because all topical fields in the basic in- which databases should really be analyzed. Figure 1
shows the basic operation, and Figure 3, data set B, dem-dexes of the cluster files were actually searched, including

the abstracts in which the topic ‘‘asteroids’’ may be dealt onstrates the consequence when a different removal se-
quence across files is applied, i.e., when RDR is intro-with as a minor aspect only. The crudeness does not

refer to the simplicity of the search statement which, in duced into a file cluster.
On Figure 1, set 12 consists of the initially tuned 1,730principle, could have been a quite elaborate one. The lack

of refinement refers to the fact that it certainly contains documents from the cluster of six files. Note that the
original file order has been kept, i.e., that the Inspec file isduplicates as well as all the document types available in

the various files forming the cluster. the leading database in the file sequence and consequently
contains the duplicates between Inspec and the other data-The initial tuning of the crude set, prior to duplicate

removal, refers to the common fact that the SCI database bases.
We may observe that set 13 (Fig. 1) has been reducedincludes short editorials, letters to editors, and correc-

tions/errata published in the journals indexed by SCI. from 1,730 items to 1,155. The approximately 600 (tri-)
or duplicates have been removed primarily from the filesSuch items would supposedly be superfluous in a publica-

tion count and a subsequent evaluation process. Conse- 108 (Aerospace) , 144 (Pascal) , and 434 (SCI), pre-
viously displaying 479, 230, and 506 items, respectively.quently, SCI-Search is initially isolated from the cluster

and limited to the relevant document types: ‘‘articles, The Mathfile is reduced to zero items and may hence be
excluded from further analysis. The duplicates are kept inreviews, or reviews, bibliographies.’’ When united with

the remaining five files, the original data set is reduced the Inspec file. The display also shows that a publication
analysis (for this topic/ time period) may prudently beby 42 insignificant items to 1,730 references to documents

indexed in the six different files. One may note, however, carried out in three of the files comprising a 95% sample
of the total research output.that this new set (set 12, Fig. 1) still contains several

different document types, since the other databases in the The significance of this sequential order of removing
the duplicates is important, i.e., that the file order in thecluster have not been streamlined to one type only. In

order to tune the set further to contain journal articles cluster begins with Inspec, file 2. A subsequent publica-
tion analysis will therefore primarily depend on the fileonly, it becomes necessary to generate sets for the re-

maining files that are structured accordingly. Hence, it is structure and contents of this file. Below in section 3,
Figure 4 demonstrates a biased result from this file order:vital to check how the different files denote their ‘‘article-

type,’’ e.g., as ‘‘journal paper’’ in Inspec. An example is Certain publication analyses will be distorted, if the ana-
lyst is unaware of the order of sequence.demonstrated below (Fig. 2) . In many cases, the article

type is not explicitly stated, exactly because the major Regardless of the method of duplicate removal, the
resulting data set will still consist of several documentportion of a file consists of articles.

In addition, we may observe that by not limiting the types as demonstrated in the previous section. If the ISI
files are included in the clustered set, as was the case indata set to SCI Search only, the initially tuned data set

incorporates several relevant domain-dependent databases Figure 1, there might exist a bias towards journal articles
in that set. A complete tuning prior to the removal ofand thus provides a larger potential for more complete

and interesting publication analyses: Of the 1,730 items duplicates might thus be necessary, in order to isolate and
control the variety of document types contained in the seton ‘‘asteroids,’’ 1,266 documents derive in fact from files

other than SCI. These documents may be articles pub- of clustered files. Figure 2 demonstrates this principle of
complete tuning of a data set to ‘‘journal articles’’ andlished in specialized journals, R&D reports, and confer-

ence papers. Evidently, these items are potentially citable. the resulting distribution between the files. This is fol-
lowed by duplicate removal in the original file order (Fig.
3, data set A), as well as in the reversed order of duplicate

2.2. Removal of Duplicates
removal (RDR) (Fig. 3, data set B). In order to simplify
the problems, the data set generation is carried out fromWhen dealing with a data set from a cluster of files,

the removal of duplicates is mandatory for any subsequent the start and is performed on two databases only: Inspec
and Sci Search. In Inspec, the denotation for journal articleanalysis. Operationally the removal is easy. However, the

fundamental question is: From which databases do we is ‘‘Journal Paper’’ or ‘‘JP,’’ as shown in set 8 (Fig. 2).
We observe that the completely tuned data set fromwant to remove the duplicates, and in which file to keep
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FIG. 1. Duplicate removal from an initially tuned set (set 12) consisting of a cluster of six databases on Physics; duplicates are kept in file 2,
Inspec.

the two files prior to duplicate removal holds 933 docu- ferent sets, but containing the same items. Data set (A)
actually contains 138 (overlapping) items in Inspec,ments; after duplicate removal (Fig. 3) , it contains 783

unique items and covers approximately 70% of the six- which in data set (B) are incorporated in SCI. In the case
of a comprehensive statistical sample made out of threefile data set on the identical topic and time period (1,155

items, Fig. 1) . Note, however, that the final data set (A) core files, e.g., Inspec, Aerospace, and SCI (see Fig. 1) ,
the RDR operation will produce six sets in total, in orderis limited to ‘‘journal articles’’ only.

More importantly, the RDR provides us with two dif- to cover all the file order sequences. The choice of the

FIG. 2. Complete tuning sequence of a data set to ‘‘journal articles’’ (set 9 Å 933 items) distributed onto two files, Inspec and SCI. The set
numbering has been restarted.
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FIG. 3. Duplicate removal (Data Set ‘‘A’’) : Duplicates are placed in Inspec. Reversed duplicate removal (RDR) from the same tuned set, placing
duplicates in SCI (Data Set ‘‘B’’) by means of the command: Set files 434,2. The overlapping set consists of (453–315 Å 138) items.

set(s) to be analyzed for publication characteristics will ing duplicates is not completely safe. The 11 items in
data set (A) (set 10), which are removed from Inspecthen depend on the purpose of the analysis.

An analysis carried out on data set (A) will depend compared to the original crude set, i.e., the 464 items in
set 9 (Fig. 2) , seem dubious. Logically there should noton the data structure and contents of the first-order file,

namely Inspec, for more than 60% of the original set of have been any duplicates in the first order file in data set
(A). A control [by means of the command: ‘‘ss s9 from783 items. An analysis by country or author institutions

will not yield a satisfying result, because Inspec only 2’’; ‘‘ido’’ ( identify duplicates only)] demonstrates that
all the 11 items retrieved as duplicates from Inspec wereprovides the affiliation of the first author. In this respect,

data set (B) is more valid since SCI covers all author actually different from one another. They ought to have
been added to the data set (A). According to Milleraffiliations. The overlapping 138 items, now contained in

the leading SCI file of data set (B), will thus incorporate (1990), the reason for the error may be that the algorithm
checks for identical title and first author, but not for thethe affiliations and countries of the secondary authors.

Still, the remaining 315 items from Inspec in set (B) will source and publication year. This was the case in our set
of duplicates. The sources and years were different. Asyield corporate names or countries only adhering to the

first author. Figures 4 and 5 below demonstrate the analy- it is, the algorithm functions in such a way that articles
previously published as conference papers, with identicalses of the two data sets for contributing countries by the

application of the RANK processing tool. titles and authors, are removed. Miller (1990, p. 27)
states: ‘‘Unless you are foolishly trustworthy or just don’tIn contrast, a subject category or topical analysis car-

ried out on data set (A) will yield more information than care, I would always recommend using IDO to see what
the system has identified as duplicates before removinga set (B) analysis, because Inspec is indexed in a more

specific and controlled manner than SCI. In our demon- them with the RD command.’’ This rule of thumb has not
been followed in the subsequent examples and, therefore,stration example on ‘‘asteroids 1992–94’’ from Inspec

and SCI, we may thus see the data sets (A) and (B) as there is an additional error potentiality.
statistical samples, each covering 60% of the 783 items
or, if you like, 40% of the initially tuned set of 1,155

3. The Advanced Online Data Processing Tools
items (Fig. 1) . One may note that the set of 138 items
overlapping the two files may be of particular interest The most simple online data processing tools consist

of the term frequency analysis programs which are pro-since it may be isolated and explored according to all the
parameters made available by both files (see section 3.1 vided by the major online hosts: The RANK feature by

Dialog, and the ZOOM device by ESA/IRS. Zoom camebelow). This fact provides the main reason for also in-
volving domain-related databases in addition to the ISI on the online market already in 1981/1982 (Ingwersen,

1984) whilst the Rank facility became publicly availablefiles in data set creation.
An analysis of the contributing authors will yield the in 1993 (Dialog, 1993). Fundamentally, both features

provide the searcher with a list of terms, authors, or jour-same result regardless the data set type, since both sets
contain all authors. nal names from a selected set of items sorted by decreas-

ing frequency of occurrence.The problem is, however, that the algorithm for remov-
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FIG. 4. Abbreviated list of countries producing the items in Data Set (A), ranked according to frequency of occurrence in the set (set 10, Fig.
3) . Field GL Å Geo Location; File order: Inspec prior to SCI; GL-field found in 330 of 783 items; 43 unique terms Å 43 unique country names.

Zoom was originally designed to support the searcher 1992–94’’ published in journals is 48.2% (159/330
items). At the same time, the number of occurrencesduring the retrieval process by providing conceptual feed-

back from the system. Therefore, it may be carried out constitutes 159 out of 4,717,249 items, i.e., that the U.S.
research indexed on asteroids 1992–1994 coverson certain database fields only, mainly on the title, index

term, author, corporate source, journal name, and classi- 0.00003% of the U.S. total research published in journals
through time. By knowing the file size, the contributionsfication code fields. However, the zooming can be done

regardless of the mode of inversion of these fields. Zoom by U.S.A. and other countries to ‘‘world research in gen-
eral’’ can easily be calculated. This weight parameterdoes not provide alphabetic sorting, e.g., by author name,

nor does it present the frequency in percent. applies in principle to all fields that are rankable, e.g.,
and perhaps more significantly, to authors (AUÅ) , jour-The Rank command (Fig. 4) is deliberately designed

also to aid in bibliometric analysis activities. It covers nal names (JNÅ) , or publication years (PYÅ) .
Since we know that data set (A) has a bias towards themost of the fields that are inverted as phrases or word

strings. When in a database, say the SCI and other ISI Inspec file which, like the other Dialog domain-related files,
does not contain a geo-location field (GLÅ), we shouldfiles in which the corporate source or other data fields are

inverted word by word, the Rank function does not apply. expect the low number of items (330) that contains this
field in the ranked data set. As can be observed from columnIn fact, presently only 25% of the Dialog files have their

CS Å field inverted as phrases or strings. The major por- two, only file 434 (SCI Search) has actually been processed.
The sample size is only approximately 40% of the popula-tion of these files belongs to the business domains. None

of the files are S&T files. This fact suggests that distribu- tion of 783 items. We may indeed do something about this
bias and improve the sample size. A fast way is to switchtion analyses on institutions may only be carried out on-

line by hand or by downloading and reloading the items to the RDR data set (B) already generated, in which the
proportion of SCI items is much larger (468 items). Thisin different database software.

On the other hand, Rank can present results directly improves the coverage to approximately 60% of the original
set. A shortened list is shown in Figure 5.in percent figures and sort data alphabetically. Also, it can

provide the analyst with the total number of documents in By enlarging the sample size and giving priority to the
SCI file via RDR, for instance, U.S.A. as well as Swedenthe file that are associated with the term or name analyzed,

i.e., the document frequency. This facility may indicate extend their coverages: U.S.A. with 1.5% points to 49.8,
and Sweden from 2.1 to 3.4%. Note the interpretativethe weights of the sorted terms in the file which may be

compared to the actual frequencies of the same terms in problem introduced by the political reality that
‘‘U.S.S.R.’’ has ceased to exist and that ‘‘Russia’’the analyzed data set. For instance, in data set (A) (Fig.

4) the U.S. proportion of the world research on ‘‘asteroids emerges during the period analyzed.
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FIG. 5. Short list of countries producing the items in Data Set (B), ranked according to frequency of occurrence in the set (set 11, Fig. 3) . File
order: SCI prior to Inspec; GL-field found in 468 of 783 items; 44 unique terms Å 44 unique countries.

In order to circumscribe the total population of 783 versions of the various databases, such as the ISI files,
nor is it included in the National Science Indicators data-items in data set (B), one slightly cumbersome method

is available: To isolate the unique Inspec items from data base On Disk (NSIOD).
set (B) by entering the command (‘‘ss s11 from 2,’’ Fig.
3); then to select the individual countries one by one in

3.1. Processing the Overlap of Duplicates
the CS Å field and to produce a list of sets which may
be ranked according to their number of hits; finally to The overlapping set(s) of duplicates between the two

files, i.e., 138 items in the example shown Figure 3 andadd the list to the ranked output (Fig. 5) . The resulting
total distribution will, however, still be biased since the providing a sample of 18% of the completely tuned 783

items, in principle represents an interesting set for anySCI file contains all the participating countries, whilst
Inspec only contains the country associated with the first subsequent publication analysis. As for the data sets (A)

and (B), two overlapping sets actually exist containingauthor. Unfortunately, this pattern is common to most of
the domain-related Dialog databases. It is easy, however, exactly identical items, though represented differently by

the two files in accordance with the current file order. Byto calculate statistically the number of country names
omitted in such a file. isolation of the sets, it becomes possible to make adequate

use of these differences in analyses. For instance, oneIt should be noted that a distribution over time by
means of ranking the publication year (PYÅ) is not af- may compare the few broad SCI subject categories, in

this case eight categories (Fig. 6) , with the correspondingfected by the nature of the data set, neither is, in principle,
a distribution by authors or journal names. However, the more comprehensive Inspec categories. Perhaps more in-

teresting, one can show the distribution of topical aspectslatter analyses will display lists in which name form prob-
lems may occur, due to various ways of indexing the contained in the overlap set by means of the 109 very

specific descriptors assigned by Inspec (Fig. 7) . The iso-authors and journal names in the clustered files (see Fig.
8) . For files made available both by Dialog, ESA-IRS, lation of the two overlap sets is done from the sets 10

and 11 (Fig. 3) by the commands: ‘‘ss s10 from 2’’; ‘‘ssand STN, it is possible to carry out a separate frequency
analysis via the Zoom or Smartselect facilities provided s11 from 2’’; and subtracting the latter selection from the

former. This command sequence results in Overlap Setby these hosts. This issue concerns the Dialog files in
which, for instance, the corporate source field (CSÅ) is (A) characterized by the Inspec file structure (set 12, Fig.

7) . The Overlap Set (B) is obtained by a similar com-inverted word by word, and Rank thus does not apply.
The problem then is to isolate the proper set of identical mand sequence which results in the isolation of SCI-

structured records (set 13, Fig. 6) .items online from the file provided by the alternative host.
The Rank facility does not form part of the CD-ROM This comparative analysis of topical aspects (Fig. 7)
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FIG. 6. Distribution of eight subject categories in the Overlap Set (B) (set 13 Å 138 items) based on SCI categories.

and subject categories (Fig. 6) associated with identical lar analyses of the data sets (A) or (B)’s Inspec or SCI-
dominated items. Both data sets cover independently arecords demonstrates the advantage of having both over-

lap sets at hand. Clearly, the information provided by powerful 60% of the original set.
Overlap Set (A) (Fig. 7) is much more substantial and
useful for scientometric purposes than the list produced

4. The Database Specific Issuesby Overlap Set (B). As mentioned above, the overlap is
believed to constitute the most relevant and core interna- From the discussions above, it becomes apparent that
tional research literature on the topic in question (Pao, the creation of a data set as well as the proper processing
1993). The two alternative sets can be switched at will and analysis of that set is subject to the following data-
and may thus provide adequate means for a variety of base-dependent issues:
topical trend analyses and citation studies of the central
publications. For instance, the SCI-based Overlap Set (B)

j Availability of adequate data fields in the files, e.g., the
provides direct access to citation data which make journal GLÅ or DT Å fields;
impact or bibliographic coupling calculations feasible on-

j availability of sufficient data in existing fields, e.g.,
line. We intend to pursue these issues in a forthcoming only the first corporate source is present in co-authored
publication. In order to observe the statistical validity of documents in a multitude of databases, except for the

ISI files;the analysis outcome, the results can be compared to simi-

FIG. 7. Distribution of 109 topical aspects in the Overlap Set (A) (set 12 Å 138 items) based on Inspec descriptors.
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j inversion method of existing fields, i.e., word by word Field codes or tags are surprisingly not always kept
(CSÅ) or phrase (JNÅ) ; consistent by the same online vendor. Associated with

j field code consistency among files provided by the inversion is the question of which data that actually is
same online host, e.g., JNÅ always equals journal name contained in a field. For instance, in Inspec and other
while GNÅ and GLÅ may signify ‘‘geo name/loca- domain databases, editors of conference proceedings and
tion’’ in different files (ABI-Inform and the ISI files,

books may be inverted together with authors. If onerespectively);
blindly truncates a name from the AU Å field in Inspec

j name forms applied in the author, institutional, country,
in order to cover both initials and full first names, the setand journal name fields;
will also incorporate all the items authored by someonej indexing consistency or rather lack of consistency as
else, but edited by the selected person. For instance, byto indexing policy across files;

j sudden appearance of novel data in files, e.g., full-text selecting ‘‘SS auÅingwersen, p?’’ one obtains 24 publica-
fields are added. tions. This figure is out of tune with actual facts and, if

used directly in author-impact calculations, would lead to
fatal errors. A check of the name in the alphabetic list ofPrior to isolating a proper data set (and performing

the subsequent analyses) , the analyst should be aware indexed names prior to selecting the name reveals that
actually the person has only authored 10 items, but editedof these issues and check the nature of availability and

consistency, in order to repair conceivable damage to the 14 contributions produced originally by other authors.
The inversion methods mainly have consequences foroutcome if possible.

Not surprisingly, analysts are tempted to limit their the processing of data, as demonstrated when applying
the Rank command. A serious consequence is that thedata set collection to the ISI files only. In the pure science

domains this limitation may seem adequate, but only in counting of the institutions involved in a set is made
impossible, e.g., when using the ISI files. The names mustconnection with subsequent proportional analyses of, for

instance, national contributions over time in selected do- be known beforehand and selected individually.
The lack of name form consistency for personal, jour-mains. Some disciplines may, hence, not be analyzable,

since they do not conform to the few broad ISI domain nal, and institutional names—also within one and same
database—poses severe problems. This issue is particularcategories, as can be observed in Olsen, Foss Hansen,

Luukkonen, Persson, & Sivertsen (1994). For instance, critical when isolating and analyzing R&D performance
by individual institutions as well as when measuring thefor chemistry, NoQ rretranders and Haaland (1990, p. 86)

demonstrate a similarity of the proportional distribution productivity and impact of individuals in a selected area.
So-called Top-20 lists of researchers, institutions, or jour-of national (Danish) R&D output 1980–1989 between

SCI and Chemical Abstracts. For this kind of broad analy- nals cannot be pursued directly; the lists have to be
checked and edited in order to be valid. The issue issis, either of the databases can be applied. But a major

problem is that the ISI files cover only the published related to the way name data is structured in the fields of
the files. For instance, Hansen, P.—Hansen P—Hansen,research output in the international journals and some

conferences. In many domains, including the social sci- Peter. In certain files, both initials and full first names
may be found for the same individual, according to whatences, characterized by more complex publication pat-

terns than the simple use of journal articles in English, the was originally written on the title page. Similarly, and
for the same reasons, corporate names may display aanalyses may be somewhat ‘‘unfair.’’ The use of national

languages plays an important role in certain disciplines, variety of forms for each file:
but the proportion of this channel of communication is
biased in the ISI files. An additional problem is the scar-

Nat. Phys. Lab., Teddington, UKcity of subject indexing in these files compared to the
Nat. Phys. Labs., Teddington, UK

domain-dependent databases. Hence, it is not foolhardy National Phys. Lab., Teddington, UK
to apply the domain-related databases as supplementary NPL, Teddington, UK
sources of data, thus providing overlapping sets of docu-
ments or duplicates as demonstrated above.

The lack of fields is important for the selection process The issue of isolating a particular country or even an
institution may be increasingly complex when countryas well as for certain analysis types. For instance, the

document type field, commonly DTÅ, is vital when the names vary within the same database over time, e.g., UK,
United Kingdom, or Great Britain. For example, In-interest is journal articles only, or concerns the isolation

of all other types than articles from a data set (see Fig. gwersen and Wormell (1989) observed in their analysis
of chemical research publications applying the Chemical2) . The consequence of a non-existing GLÅ field for

processing data has been demonstrated above in relation Abstracts file that prior to PY Å 1979 it was only possible
to isolate Denmark’s publications by formulating a searchto the Inspec file (Fig. 4) . Similarly, the lack of data in

available fields has been shown, e.g., in relation to the profile consisting of more than 40 different entry points,
including the names of the actual Danish R&D institu-lack of corporate names for secondary authors. Selection

as well as analysis are biased or made impossible. tions. The country name had simply been randomly added
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FIG. 8. Frequency analysis of journal names (JNÅ) of data set 10, Figure 3. File order: Inspec prior to SCI; no. of Items: 783; no. of different
journal names: 238; X: Items from both SCI (file 434) and Inspec (file 2).

prior to this date. Obviously, by applying several files in list must hence be edited according to the practice of
abbreviation applied to the involved files. Had we usedan online cluster, such problems increase further.

For journal names, the problems commonly occur as- data set (B) as the set to be analyzed, the resulting list
would look identical after a similar editing process. Thesociated with the modes of abbreviation. The ISI files use

predominantly the full name, while other databases may difference would be that on top of the non-edited list, we
would primarily find the name forms in full, derivingapply various abbreviated forms. Figure 8 demonstrates

the merger of different journal name forms for identical from the leading SCI file. The unique journal identifica-
tion code, CODEN, should be applied when available.journals from the Inspec and SCI files. The starting point

for the rank analysis is data set (A) (Fig. 3) , i.e., that Note that rank numbers 2–3 signify a single journal
uniquely analyzed in Inspec and not covered by SCI. LikeInspec is the leading file holding all the duplicates.

The journal titles in full on the ranked list (e.g., rank for the journals ranked as 9–10 and 17–18, the range
of articles published by these journals would have beenno. 7: ‘‘Astronomical Journal’’) derive both from SCI

and Inspec. The abbreviated title (rank no. 14) derives omitted from the analysis if the data set only had consisted
of SCI items.from Inspec. The latter can thus be deleted from the list.

Suspicion ought to arise associated with the one word Indexing (in)consistency is a common issue in re-
trieval of information and consequently in bibliometrictitles, like ‘‘Icarus’’ (rank no. 1) or ‘‘Science’’ (rank no.

13), since we may observe similar titles, but with a coun- analyses. It cannot be avoided. The problem is not only
that various files in the same domain apply different vo-try added, e.g., ‘‘Icarus (USA)’’ (rank no. 4) . A close

inspection shows that the 76 items for ‘‘Icarus (USA)’’ cabularies but also that indexing changes over time. In
addition, the specificity of indexing the same items mayare contained in the 110 items for ‘‘Icarus.’’ The reason

is that one-word titles in Inspec are seen as abbreviations vary from file to file. In creating a data set, these problems
may be approached by designing more topically adequateand, in addition, get the publishing country added. The
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search profiles which include synonyms and closely re- analysis to be made, the limited indexing available in
these files makes them, as stand-alone data sources, notlated terms to the area of interest. However, if subject or

domain analysis of a data set is the goal, the ranked list suited for specific topical set isolation or in-depth subject
and domain analysis. They should be supplemented byof indexing terms must be post-edited in order to include

semantic control. Analysts should be aware that only very the core domain-related databases, as demonstrated (Figs.
7–8). Another facet of comprehensiveness adheres to therecently (1991), SCI introduced an uncontrolled descrip-

tor field in which few indexing terms are generated by level of subject exhaustivity in the isolated data set. The
question is: Should the data set consist of documentsthe author—not an indexer—as well as an automatically

generated Keyword-Plus field. mainly dealing with the search topic, or should it encom-
pass documents with the topic as a minor or very smallA final issue consists of the recent introduction of full-

text fields in the existing databases. Therefore when aspect as well?
For any subsequent analysis a complete tuning of thesearching the basic index, as done in the data sets (A/

B), in order to obtain a comprehensive set, one must be initial crude data set is necessary. The tuning process
implies the removal of unwanted editorials, letters to edi-aware of this full-text possibility in the files involved.

ABI-Inform on management and organizational topics has tors, and similar insignificant items, as well as the isola-
tion of the variety of document types involved in therecently been amended with full-text. Results of counting

analyses may consequently be heavily distorted due to file(s) . This streamlining operation has been demon-
strated in Figure 2.this fact. In such files, the basic isolation of a data set

should hence exclude, or at least isolate, the full-text When working with a cluster of files, duplicate removal
as well as reversed duplicate removal (RDR) should takefield ( / TX) .
place. Although very easily carried out, the analyst should
be careful to check the result of the removal algorithm

5. Concluding Resume and Discussion in each case. One advantage in applying a file cluster
is the possibility of isolating the items overlapping theComprehensive and structured data set isolation fol-
involved files, i.e., the duplicate documents common tolowed by publication counting is a mandatory process
the files. This ‘‘overlap set’’ may constitute statisticallyprior to citation analyses. In relation to publication counts,
valid and identical samples which may be analyzed ac-the nature and structures of the databases involved limit
cording to all the different parameters available in thethe parameters available. Fundamentally, the following
merged files. On the other hand, the documents uniquelyparameters are commonly available and used, both in
covered by the domain-dependent databases (Fig. 8) of-relation to data set isolation and publication counting:
ten represent the R&D production in the form of articles
from specialized journals, conference papers, and reports.

Specific parameters: General parameters: This substantial proportion of publications is indeed valid
and carries the potential of being cited in the ISI files,Disciplines/domains/topics Time constraints
although the publications themselves do not form part ofSubject categories Document types

Comprehensiveness/sampling Languages the ISI files as source items.
World/region/country(ies) By being aware of the idiosyncrasies of the files, as
Institution(s)/corporation(s) well as the retrieval possibilities and processing software
Journal(s)

features involved in the online data set creation, it isAuthor(s)
believed that the analyst is capable of producing more

Database dependent criteria— valid analyses and being more critical towards externally
e.g., research treatment (Inspec)

produced analyses.

In relation to both set generation and publication count-
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